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IVIP9 trusted online casino Singapore the best brand in Asia, play the money online casino, slot games, 

sports betting with great promotions. At Ivip9, we aspire to establish a fast, secure platform for activities, 

transparent, user-friendly, and fair in operations and payment. We will build our reputation on 

effectiveness and efficiency while creating an excellent site that is accessible and reliable.  

 

Vision of IVIP9 

At Ivip9, we aspire to establish a fast, secure platform for activities, transparent, user-friendly, and fair in 

operations and payment. We will build our reputation on effectiveness and efficiency while creating an 

excellent site that is accessible and reliable. 

Mission of IVIP9 

We believe that with hard work, commitment and diligence, we will become the best Online casino in 

Singapore and the whole of Asia. We are constantly evolving and upgrading ourselves to cater to the 

requirements and needs of our players. This is why we ensure that our players enjoy a hitch-free activity 
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and enjoy their time on the platform. We have a reputation to uphold, and we are always out to defend 

our integrity. 

We want to bring the best to our customers by capitalizing on excellence and quality. We want to host a 

website that gives a beautiful user experience to our clients. It will be well-designed, functional, and 

flexible enough to provide you with the best that you deserve. It is easy to use, and the operations and 

technicalities can be mastered in not much time. 

Also, we will regularly update our website and bring notifications to your doorstep. Our platform is 

optimized, and our lines are accessible anytime, any day. Our customer support team is ready to attend 

to all the complaints and ensure that you have a fantastic experience on the site. We can only be the best 

Online Casino in Singapore if we give out the best to others. 

We offer deals and packages tailored to meet the client's need, and this is to ensure that they get value 

in exchange for their subscription. This ensures that they feel at home, boost their confidence in our 

vision, and establish a long-term relationship with them. All these and more are in a bid to ensure that we 

are the best Online Casino in Singapore. 

Online Slot Singapore 

iVIP9 offers a good amount of slot games. They are developed by trusted companies that have resonating 

success across the casino industry. Spade gaming, play n’ go and pragmatic play are the two developers 

on IVIP9. You get access to slot games such as book of myth, fruit solo, Aladdins treasure, magical lamp, 

and other adventure-themed games. 

Live Casino Singapore 

Live casino games give you that thrilling real-time experience you normally only enjoy in brick and mortar 

casino. Here online players can use the chat option to place their bets and interact with the dealers. Online 

casino games normally exclude you from interacting with other players, but you will be able to chat with 

any player at your table in a live casino game. IVIP9 is licensed to gamble in Singapore. You can play all 

your favorite live casino games like live baccarat, live blackjack and others on iVIP9. 

Sport Betting Singapore 

Sports betting has become a major attraction to the general populace and Singapore is no different. Long 

before sports betting became legal and regulated in Singapore, there has been lots of gambling activities 

happening in Singapore. On this selection players would be able to punt on their favorite market- football, 

basketball, soccer, tennis and loads more. They would also be able to bet on their favorite league with 

diverse bet types and odds. Get started today and you can make a lot of money. 

Online Fishing Singapore 

Fishing games are peculiar in nature, they have seen a rise in interest in recent years. Fishing gaming 

started in the 2000s when brick and mortar casinos and arcades could only take 4 - 8 people due to the 

very gigantic arcade machines. Now its popularity has gone really high and can be found on nearly every 

casino platform. Today players can enjoy their fishing game on their mobile device, this way they can fish 

on the go.  

Online Lottery Singapore 



Lottery generally is any game that involves drawing lots. You can enjoy lottery from providers like Toto 

and 4-D on IVIP9, online lottery in Singapore offers its players the best experience. Transactions are done 

easily and are also secured. There is no need for long queues just to get tickets, the entire process has 

been automated. Go to IVIP9 today, sit back, relax and enjoy playing your lottery games from the comfort 

of your couch. 


